
show: “You had the very thing which the Sex Pistols set out to critique, you
had a spectacle, and I don’t know if there is a way you can defeat expectations
by being a band playing on a stage about ten feet above the audience, with
bouncers, burly jock-like characters hired to stop people getting onto the
stage” (qtd. in Savage, 457). What Vale terms “defeating expectations” res-
onates with hyper-spectacle. At Winterland, it became impossible to create a
hyper-spectacle in a commercial venue designed specifically for absorbing
such a show and rendering it a consumable commodity for a distant and com-
placent audience.

In 1977, the Sex Pistols signed with Warner Brothers, The Clash with
CBS, The Damned with Stiff, The Stranglers with UA, X-Ray Spex with Vir-
gin, Buzzcocks with UA, The Vibrators with RAK, The Adverts with Stiff,
Generation X with Chrysallis, and Chelsea with Step Forward, and these
bands were only the most famous partaking in that year’s business arrange-
ments. By 1978, the fleeting moment in which the desire for hyper-specta-
cle—for some version of history, class, politics, and sexuality that might
emerge beyond the spectacle—competed with the overriding music industry
effort to commercialize the English Scene had passed. As the New York Scene
had in 1976, the English Scene dissolved when its various desires were subor-
dinated to commercial forces that originated outside of the scene itself.

THE CALIFORNIA HARDCORE SCENE

The third major punk scene emerged in 1978 as the California Hardcore
Scene and dissolved in 1982. In Huntington Beach, L.A., and San Francisco,
around Black Flag and the Dead Kennedys, a constellation of desires emerged
that both revivified some of the earlier punk scenes’ desires and added new
ones to them.19 In the mid- to late ’70s, California had already spawned a Hol-
lywood and a San Francisco scene, but both of these began to fade away after
the Sex Pistols played their Winterland show, and San Francisco and L.A.
venues began banning punk shows.20 As Gina Arnold explains about L.A.,
“the [punk] venues began to disappear, busted one by one by the LAPD. . . .
And then it was 1980 and there was a sudden influx of bands from the valley
and southern suburbs, Redondo Beach, Orange County. Black Flag and the
Circle Jerks and TSOL [True Sounds of Liberty] and the Descendants took
over the punk scene” (36–37). Other important bands in the L.A. half of this
scene include Fear, Social Distortion, China White, and The Minutemen. In
San Francisco, the major bands were Dead Kennedys, Minimal Man, Flipper,
Social Unrest, Crucifix, and Fang.21

According to Craig Lee and Shreader, who wrote the first half of Hard-
core California: A History of Punk and New Wave, early in the summer of 1980,
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“Patrick Goldstein, a writer with the L.A. Times, ran an article called ‘The
SLAM!’ . . . that freely exploited and made media-meat out of the suburban
Punk scene, citing that punks (especially Orange County kids) were criminal,
vicious, and dangerous” (Belsito and Davis, 46). Lee and Shreader add that the
response to this article “was a disaster for such bands as Black Flag, the Cir-
cle Jerks, Fear, China White, etc. It banned them from clubs, jeopardized any
party they played, flyer they put out, and even fans that wore their stickers.
The Huntington Beach PD began to refer to bands as ‘gangs’” (46–49).
Regardless of whether or not a direct causal link can be established between
one newspaper article and the ensuing behavior of club owners and the Hunt-
ington Beach Police Department, the emerging hardcore bands in L.A. were
prohibited from playing shows.

Consequently, Black Flag did not need to avoid commercialization; com-
mercialization avoided the band. However, refusing to adopt a different aes-
thetic22 in order to make their music more saleable and acceptable to club
owners, the members of Black Flag picked up and advanced the New York
Scene’s desires to resist commercialization and seize the means of production.
Gina Arnold writes that Black Flag was “really the first band to be called
hardcore. But its main importance to L.A.’s scene was organizational: more
than any other early punk band, they were adept at finding places to play, get-
ting permits for outdoor concerts and booking one-offs [single events as
opposed to periodic or semi-periodic events] into town halls. And they were
immensely popular” (37). Mike Watt, the bass player and sometime vocalist
for the Minutemen, credits Black Flag with founding the independent band
national tour as well: “Black Flag really blazed a trail for us. . . . That’s what
they should really be remembered for, making a circuit. . . . They found every
anticlub in the country, and everyone chased after ’em down the road” (43).
Because the more commercial clubs closed their doors to them, the band
members took it upon themselves to found a noncommercial circuit of venues,
both in California and elsewhere. In early 1981, “[p]olice harassment makes it
impossible to get a gig anywhere in LA, so Black Flag starts touring around
the U.S.” (41), explains David Grad in “Everything Went Black: A Complete
Oral History,” which he wrote for the national zine, Punk Planet, in 1997.

In contrast to the L.A. scene, and perhaps partially because San Fran-
cisco’s major media linked violence with San Francisco punks less than their
counterparts in L.A. did, San Francisco clubs did not ban punks. More
importantly, picking up and advancing the desire to resist commercialization
that surfaced first in the New York Scene, several small entrepreneurs oper-
ating apart from and against the major labels opened small clubs in San Fran-
cisco that catered specifically to punk shows. The most famous of these
opened in 1976, when Dirk Dirksen began booking bands into the Mabuhay
Gardens, a Filipino supper club, on Monday and Tuesday nights. He was
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interested in “an ‘organic living nightclub’ in which others would do their trip
and he could attempt to document contemporary music” (Belsito and Davis,
68). By January 1977, Dirksen’s small company, Dirksen-Miller Productions,
had taken over all of the Mabuhay’s bookings, and by 1978 the Mabuhay
showcased almost exclusively punk acts (74). From 1979 through the early
’80s, a whole series of small, noncommercial clubs that catered primarily to
punk opened and closed, including 330 Grove Street, the Deaf Club, the A-
Hole, Club Foot, Club Generic, Jet Wave, Temple Beautiful, and Valencia
Tool and Die. For the first time in the history of punk, a supportive network
of punk clubs existed that could resist the major labels to some degree by sep-
arating themselves from them. Although punks made a similar attempt to
establish a material base for L.A.’s scene (the Hong Kong is the best exam-
ple of an L.A. club engaged in this effort), they never had the success in L.A.
that San Francisco enjoyed.

Hardcore bands made aesthetic choices that helped ensure the club situ-
ation described above. The punk rock that typified the New York and English
scenes, such as the songs of the Ramones and the Sex Pistols, obeyed a dif-
ferent aesthetic than the rock and pop music of the mid-’70s. Both bands
played at more rapid tempi than Elton John, John Denver, or Peter Frampton,
avoided solos, and adhered to a minimal idea of instrumentation: they avoided
keyboards and wind instruments in favor of a guitar, bass guitar, drum kit, and
vocalist. Johnny Rotten’s chanting and screaming and the Ramones’ rapid-
paced vocals that bore a distinctly flat affect replaced the emotive singing of
the major label bands.

In keeping with the short punk song format that New York and English
bands originated, Black Flag songs are extremely brief. While the commercial
pop or rock song tended to clock in around three minutes, only three of the
fifteen songs on Black Flag’s first album, Damaged, are between three and four
minutes long; the other twelve all last about two minutes, although one is only
thirty-one seconds long (“Spray Paint”). All of the songs showcase short, sim-
ple lyrics, and the musicians play their instruments even more quickly than the
Ramones and Sex Pistols did.23 Greg Ginn, the band’s lead guitar player,
explains that “guitar leads didn’t come into the music with early Black Flag
because we didn’t have a real rhythm section for about a year, so I couldn’t
drop out and keep a strong rhythm at the same time. That had a lot to do with
the initial songs. We didn’t have a problem with it being simple” (38). The
band worked through four lead singers before settling on Henry Rollins, who
sang/shouted for them on their first LP and continued as lead singer until
Greg Ginn dissolved the band in August 1986. Rollins perfected an adoles-
cent-sounding scream (in punk texts, “snotty” is usually the preferred word for
classically punk vocal mannerisms), with which he attacked his audience. The
Ramones were fast, Johnny Rotten was snotty, and Henry Rollins was both,
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in addition to sounding more brutish than most of the earlier scenes’ singers.
Frequently, he physically fought with audience members before, during, or
after shows. The aesthetics of Black Flag’s music and of their behavior (the
band members understood attacking the audience sonically or physically as
constitutive of their music’s force) prevented most labels from considering
them seriously and led MCA to drop them quickly after it released their first
full-length album.

The Dead Kennedys’ (DKs’) aesthetic choices paralleled Black Flag’s: the
band played extremely quickly and aggressively, and Jello Biafra’s vocals were
both aggressive and snotty, although he added a taunting, self-righteous air to
his delivery as well as chanting/screaming his words more than singing them.
Craig Lee and Shreader describe the “thrash” sound of the bands that, in
terms of musical style, inspired the DKs or were inspired by them as “any
music that used jackhammer tempos which effectively turned the beat into a
hum. The vocalist delivered a similarly paced diatribe about anything from
McDonald’s hamburgers to murdering bus drivers” (Belsito and Davis, 118).
(Unlike Greg Ginn’s guitar playing, though, East Bay Ray’s was already fairly
accomplished on the Dead Kennedys’ first album Fresh Fruit for Rotting Veg-
etables, which was released in 1979 on IRS Records and re-released in 1980
on Alternative Tentacles Records.) As in the case of Black Flag, the DKs did
not make aesthetic choices likely to endear them to the major labels.

In the summer of 1981, Black Flag recorded their first LP, Damaged, and
Greg Ginn, the band’s guitarist and founder, made a deal with Unicorn
Records to distribute it. MCA then became interested in Black Flag and
agreed to release the album under its name and logo; however, after the album
was released in 1982 and the MCA employees in charge of the deal heard it,
they withdrew from their deal with the band, claiming that the album was
“anti-parent.” Unicorn did not pay the band for the album, and the band
attempted to terminate its deal with the company, but Unicorn sued the band
and the judge issued an injunction against them that barred them from releas-
ing records on their own (Grad, 41).

In the shadow (and because) of these legal wranglings, Greg Ginn
formed a record label—Solid State Transformers (SST)—with the band’s
drummer, Chuck Dukowski, on which they began releasing Black Flag’s
music and that of other California bands, such as the Minutemen and the
Descendants. Mike Watt describes the L.A. punk scene in an interview with
Gina Arnold: “Punk was about more than just starting a band, it was about
starting a label, it was about touring, it was about taking control. It was like
songwriting: you just do it. You want a record, you pay the pressing plant”
(40). Ginn and Dukowski’s establishment of SST records in 1978 under-
scores the urge that Watt expresses as “taking control.” While independent
record labels (labels not affiliated with the six major labels of 1980—CBS,
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Warner Brothers, MCS, RCA, PolyGram, and Capitol—that were respon-
sible for 95 percent of the records released that year, according to Arnold)
had existed before this moment, SST was one of the first labels run by punks
for releasing primarily punk music. SST joined Slash and Frontier Records
in LA, two labels that, with SST, manifest the desire running through the
California Hardcore Scene to seize control of the means of production from
the major labels, or at least from non-punk labels, that seemed to stand over
and against the scene. Ginn strove to attain a modicum of control over his
band’s work and the instruments of its production and distribution;24 hence,
the small L.A. labels can be read as a movement toward the composition and
production of independent music as opposed to the reception and con-
sumption of commercial music. In order to express desires in this fashion,
the California scene channeled its desires through the necessary aesthetic
means: its abrasive, noncommercial aesthetic choices protected against the
draining of punks’ desires into the corporate music industry, producing punk
labels instead.

A parallel move occurred contemporaneously in San Francisco. In
November 1978, “out of sheer necessity, San Francisco’s first independent
record label catering to Punk was born” (Belsito and Davis, 93): Chris Knab
and Howie Klein’s 415 Records. By “necessity,” Belsito and Davis mean that
no label apart from a punk label was likely to take a chance on the aesthetic
that was beginning to emerge in Northern California. In 1979, Steve Tupper
founded Subterranean Records for punk releases, and the same year Jello
Biafra, the lead singer and songwriter for the Dead Kennedys, began releas-
ing Dead Kennedys material on the Alternative Tentacles (AT) label that he
founded in 1978. AT emerged as a label partly in response to the decision of
IRS Records to drop the Dead Kennedys after the band members claimed
that the label was unfairly censoring their work.

While Black Flag and the Dead Kennedys employed similar means to
produce their music, these bands also served to exemplify two opposing vec-
tors that surfaced to face one another in the California Hardcore Scene. The
members of Black Flag set out to confront and attack their audiences, both
sonically and physically. Kira Roessler comments on the band’s approach to
performing: “I was trying with my bass to slam [the audience] against the back
wall,” and she adds that she and the band “were forcing the crowd to submit
to our [sic] will of the band—for longer than they could stand it” (44). Bill
Stevenson, one of the band’s drummers (there was a series of four drummers
during the band’s career), observes that the “only part [of being in the band]
that seemed like something to write home about was that we had to fight a
lot. . . . The music drove people to that extreme and it was an evolution in the
way teenagers related to their rock music—not being as passive” (44), while
Henry Rollins adds “that every show there was the possibility you were going
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to get into a fight—breaking peoples noses, knives pulled. I have cigar and
cigarette burns all over me. People tried to stab me with Bic pens” (44).

In 1977, Sid Vicious, provoked by flying beer bottles, attacked an audi-
ence member in San Antonio, Texas, with his bass guitar. Black Flag’s violence
was different. While Vicious’s attack was a random occurrence, Black Flag
provoked its audiences, which responded accordingly. Stevenson comments:
“We . . . had a very confrontational stage vibe . . . we were trying to play
through the audience rather than to the audience” (44). The band’s aggressive
tactics testify to a desire not unlike the Sex Pistols’ need to expose the rock
spectacle for what it was, to reveal the lack behind it, but, unlike the Pistols,
Black Flag did not try for hyper-spectacle; instead, the band attempted to
draw meaning, in the form of the body, back into the space that the spectacle,
as pure appearance, left unoccupied.

In 1979, Billy Joel’s 52nd Street (CBS) album and the Doobie Brothers’
Minute by Minute (Warner Brothers) album occupied the top two chart posi-
tions, while in 1980 they were replaced by Pink Floyd’s The Wall (Colum-
bia/CBS) and (interestingly) Michael Jackson’s Off the Wall (Epic), and in ’81
by REO Speedwagon’s Hi Infidelity (Epic) and Kenny Rogers’s Greatest Hits
(Liberty). Despite the New York and English Punk scenes, the major labels
still dominated the commercial music industry and financed the continuing
myth of the singer-songwriter in Billy Joel, Kenny Rogers, and Michael Jack-
son (to some extent, although other factors such as dance and his family’s his-
tory as performers were also integral to his appeal). Additionally, progressive
rock, with the technical proficiency that it demanded, came into its own with
Pink Floyd. Like the commercial groups of the mid- and late ’70s, all of these
top acts performed in arenas that inscribed in space the differences in class
between the performers and audiences.

In the shadow of the major label spectacles, Black Flag offered its fans a
space in which they could affect and be affected by mass culture in material
ways—through physical contact, through shouting and being shouted at.
Although the band once performed for 4,500 people in Santa Monica, it
mainly played small clubs in which Henry Rollins could scream at audience
members inches from their faces or engage with them from the floor of the
club when there was no stage. In place of the untouchable character of arena
rock acts, Black Flag dared its audiences to become involved, and fights
became components of the shows. In the interaction between the band and
audience can be read the desire to institute a form of mass culture in which
the audience can participate directly and forcefully. A space was created in
which this desire could be expressed collectively, along with frustration over
the spectacle that pop and rock music had become, and Rollins established
himself as a lightning rod for absorbing the charge of this combination of
desire and anger. His body became the surface upon which fans inscribed
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with Bic pens their antipathy for the separation inherent in the lead
singer/audience split; after all, he was still a lead singer, and he rarely parted
with his microphone.

Black Flag harangued its audiences and fought with them, paradoxically,
in order to build a conventionally masculine sense of community and collec-
tivity and to inject the material aspect of physical contact, the body, potential
danger back into the rock show. This practice was gendered in the sense that
it discouraged women from attending or participating in hardcore shows.25 In
contrast to Black Flag, but achieving the same results, the Dead Kennedys
encouraged stage-diving and audience participation in place of fighting.
While Biafra sang, audience members would climb on stage and dance with
him briefly (often imitating his idiosyncratic writhing and gesturing in a
dance dubbed the “Biafra”) before leaping or diving off the stage to be caught
(or dropped) by crowd members. DKs shows were interactive events at which
anyone could share the stage with the band briefly. Biafra also joined the audi-
ence on the floor frequently, where fans would pile on top of him, and often
proffered the crowd his microphone so that it could sing along with a song’s
chorus or simply take over the singing duties from him.

In an effort to build collectivity, the DKs, and Biafra in particular, also
hearkened back to ’60s and ’70s notions of protest songs and grass roots polit-
ical activism and tried to rally their audiences around specific social issues. In
1976, the Sex Pistols lampooned Queen Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee—and some
of its specific ramifications—in the song “God Save the Queen,” but a clear
political position never evolved for the English Scene. The DKs revivified this
nascent impulse (which, for the English Scene, was actually slightly more
explicit in The Clash than in the Pistols). Biafra wanted the DKs to remobi-
lize what he understood as the best of American ’60s and ’70s activism. In an
interview in the on-line journal, Bad Subjects, in 1997, Biafra likens the “heart
and soul of punk” to the “heart and soul of hippies . . . when they were radi-
cal,” and in the introduction to a re-publication of the San Francisco early
punk zine, Search and Destroy, he tells the zine’s editor, V. Vale: “Spiritually, I
think punk was in tune with the early hippies. . . . I’d once had so much belief
in everything ‘hippie’ being so great: the Diggers with their free store concept
and serving free dinners in the park; watching the Vietnam war being brought
down; watching Nixon leave Washington in disgrace” (v). In contrast to Mal-
colm McLaren’s early rejection of anything associated with hippies, Biafra
selectively recuperated a few ideas from hippie liberalism and retooled them
into punk practices.

The DKs’ invocation of grass roots activism became apparent first in
Biafra’s return to the protest song format of the ’60s and ’70s (and earlier).
Almost every DKs song protests a specific political issue or cluster of issues.
On the first DKs single, released on Alternative Tentacles in 1979, Biafra
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sings a song that he and John Greenway co-wrote, “California Über Alles,”
that raises the problem of the possibility or lack thereof for progressive polit-
ical action in the late ’70s. Biafra rails against what he sees as the erosion of
the early hippies’ radicalness. He imagines a dystopian world in which Jerry
Brown, who embodies both the “adult” and the “aging hippie” and was gover-
nor of California when the song was penned, is elected president of the
United States and rules it as a despot intent on converting the entire nation
to what Biafra terms “orgo-deco.” In the interview with Vale, Biafra adds that
after the radical hippies became prominent, he watched “everything slowly
turn into this mellowed-out, New Age (the term came later; I called it ‘orgo-
deco’) ‘all-natural ingredients at twice the price while you’re listening to James
Taylor’ bullshit” (v). In the song, Jerry Brown announces to U.S. citizens:
“Your kids will meditate in school . . . Zen fascists will control you / 100% nat-
ural / You will jog for the master race / And always wear the happy face. . . .
Mellow out or you will pay . . . DIE on organic poison gas.” The song con-
flates fascism in its ’30s and ’40s German incarnation with what Biafra feared
might be the end of the possibility of progressive politics, which would be
replaced by a forced and monolithic optimism belying the terror that was
needed to keep it in place, in this case, the governmentally dispensed organic
poison gas.

This song appears on the DKs’ first album, along with songs aimed at
raising consciousness about the neutron bomb (“Kill the Poor,” an update of
Swift’s “A Modest Proposal”), the Cold War (“When Ya Get Drafted”), rent
control (“Let’s Lynch the Landlord”), chemical warfare (“Chemical War-
fare”), and Cambodia/Pol Pot (“Holiday in Cambodia”). On all of their
albums, most of the DKs’ songs address political issues that Biafra seems to
have transposed from the late ’60s and early ’70s to Northern California in the
late ’70s and early ’80s. Along with these issues, he adopts some of the same
political techniques of that historical moment: he attempts to generate punk
collectivity through consciousness-raising. And although Biafra’s protest
songs employ irony and bitterness in places, they are never ironic about the
possibility that music can wield political influence by binding people together
around perceived problems.

Biafra also ran for mayor of San Francisco in 1979.26 Marian Kester
describes his attempt: “So what was the Punk Program for San Francisco?
Here again the DKs unfurled the banner of 60’s [sic] radicalism: like SDS
[Students for a Democratic Society] before him, Biafra merely took seriously
America’s self-image as liberal paradise with opportunity for all” (17). His
platform consisted of what Kester considers demands drawn from “liberal
common sense,” such as “rent control, public works programs, fixing standard
rates for city services, [and] electing police” (17); however, it also demanded
that businessmen on Market Street wear clown suits from nine to five, and it
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called for a “Board of Bribery” that would set rates for businesses and indi-
viduals wishing to purchase political influence. Biafra came in fourth in a field
of ten candidates, with 4 percent of the vote (6,591 votes).

Biafra’s campaign marked the place where two of the desires that consti-
tuted punk’s California Hardcore Scene collided and conditioned one another.
First, the impulse toward collectivity evident in Black Flag’s attempt to con-
struct a form of mass culture in which the audience could readily participate
reappeared not only in stage-diving at DKs shows (and other California hard-
core shows) but also in Biafra’s mayoral ambitions: he attempted to establish
himself as a medium through which punks could enter into the official His-
tory of their particular geographic region. His refusal to spend more than
$1,500 on his campaign evidenced his desire, as well as the scene’s, to crack
History open to interests that are not well-backed financially. In short, Biafra
and his supporters attempted to shift the official channel into History away
from economics so that it might become a history of another sort, a history
not wholly determined by moneyed interests. This desire is reminiscent of the
Sex Pistols’ attack upon the History of the music industry.

Where the Sex Pistols employed hyper-spectacle to pierce through the
façade of that industry, Biafra similarly mobilized spectacle in his approach to
local politics, attempting to render it ridiculous by forcing it to encompass the
planks of his platform and thereby demonstrating that if he could earn votes
with such a platform then the platforms and substance behind the spectacles
of real politicians must be equally specious and spectacular. But Biafra’s adher-
ence to liberal common sense (as well as to the protest song) marked a tem-
pering of the desire in punk to attack specific institutions by exposing their
spectacular character. Although he ran for mayor as an underage candidate
using a false name (his given name is Eric Boucher), Biafra refused to aban-
don completely the earnest modes of representation that New Left groups
such as SDS employed in their attention to local and national politics as well
as cultural forms of “protest.” Black Flag bore the California Hardcore Scene’s
desire to re-inject material forces into the spectacle—to make the spectacle
dangerous again, even if only to its participants—and the DKs’ interest in
grass roots and local politics combined with their refusal to treat politics as
pure spectacle bore this scene’s desire to transform the spectacle into a politi-
cal force. The new impulse that emerges here is the will to sidestep postmod-
ern misgivings related to representation. Rollins and Biafra were not con-
vinced that the human body and politics had disappeared behind the
spectacle, that the sign no longer denoted the relation between the signifier
and the signified. This punk scene advanced a desire to return to the possibil-
ity of a material reality that can be represented and addressed culturally and
politically. Although this desire originated in California, it became more
salient in later scenes.
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Fashion also took on a new significance in California. It no longer bore
the English Scene’s desire to shock and thereby alter the means of represen-
tation. In San Francisco and Los Angeles, fashion now evidenced the possi-
bility of representing identity rather than critiquing the attempt to do so.
Classic hardcore style consisted of “obligatory black leather, for those who
could afford it, while torn jeans and plaid shirts sufficed for others. Head-
bands, leather wristbands with threateningly pointed studs, black motorcycle
or combat boots and tattoos rounded out the look” (Belsito and Davis, 119).
T-shirts, often with punk bands’ names and logos, were popular. Hardcore
punks shaved their heads or wore their hair short and all one length. These
signs denoted membership in the L.A. or San Francisco punk scene, and
punks’ adherence to this communal style that marked its bearers as punks and
made them recognizable to one another as such expressed a will to collectiv-
ity. The anonymity of the New York Scene’s sartorial choices reappeared in a
slightly modified form on the West Coast: punks looked fairly anonymous
within their communities, but they could also be distinguished from non-
punks, which was not always true in New York.

Punks in California forwent bondage gear in favor of the punk uniform
that I have described above, which connoted a movement away from the prob-
lematization of sexuality and power that the English Scene invoked, in favor
of a regression to the masculine and heterosexual stance that the New York
Scene adopted as it moved away from the ambiguous constructions of gender
that David Bowie and the New York Dolls embodied. Craig Lee and Shreader
write: “Though some early punks were gay, they kept it to themselves. If you
didn’t have the right degree of street cool, you’d find yourself pogo’d27 to the
floor” (Belsito and Davis, 17). In terms of sexuality, “street cool” translated
into conventionally masculine modes of heterosexual dress and behavior with
little room for maneuvering, as the threat of violence in Lee and Shreader’s
comment implies. The intensified degree of physical contact between male
scene members, however, foreshadowed the homoerotic elements that came to
fruition in the subsequent Straight Edge Scenes.

The California Hardcore Scene inherited the remains of the New York
and English scenes and redirected some of those scenes’ desires, revivifying
them in new forms in San Francisco and L.A. Each scene learns from past
scenes and attempts to avoid their capitulations to commercialism. In Cal-
ifornia, the punk scene melded together desires from the two earlier scenes
to create new strains, more resistant hybrids. The New York Scene’s will
toward collectivity as it appeared in CBGBs was preserved in California
but brought into a relation with the English Scene’s desire to transcend the
spectacle in an effort to avoid commercialization. The sexuality and fash-
ion of English punks were shunted to the side, but the desire to live his-
torical time, and to refigure history as not-just-economics, reappeared in
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California but not as hyper-spectacle. Instead, San Francisco punks tried to
elect a punk mayor and raise consciousness.

But by 1982, California Hardcore had waned and almost disappeared.
Regarding the L.A. contingent, Chris Morris writes that what “we think of
today as ‘L.A. punk rock’ had atomized by 1982. Under law-enforcement fire,
the beach-punk bands largely disappeared from L.A. venues” (22). More
importantly, the scene’s desires were gradually pressed into ready-made molds.
Scene members adopted the already-established and available channels of
communication. Protest songs, consciousness raising, and local politics existed
as historical practices in their own right, and when punks accepted those prac-
tices as legitimate, the possibility that punk could transcend those forms or
negate and transcend them disappeared. Instead, punks had to adapt to the
logic underpinning the social institutions they set out to oppose. Protest songs
did not seem to end wars or police actions, and new ones began. Biafra did not
win the election. History appeared no less economically determined. In the
California Hardcore Scene’s infusion of a means of representation and resis-
tance familiar to the institutions of local politics and the record industry, its
desires took on familiar forms and could be contained as such.

THE WASHINGTON, D.C. HARDCORE SCENE
(FIRST WAVE STRAIGHT EDGE)

Existing contemporaneously for a time with the California Hardcore Scene, the
Washington, D.C., Straight Edge Hardcore Scene arose in D.C. in 1979 and
endured until 1985.28 The cluster of bands that partially constituted this scene
includes Bad Brains, Minor Threat, Government Issue (GI), S.O.A. (State of
Alert), Rites of Spring, Scream, Beefeater, Faith, Void, Embrace, and Gray Mat-
ter, among others.The major venues, all of which were in D.C., included Madam’s
Organ Artist’s Cooperative in 1979 and 1980 and the 9:30 Club, the Ontario
Theater, The Chancery, d.c. space, and the Wilson Center from 1979 to 1985.
Three structures, carefully interpreted, should reveal the dominant desires that ran
through the D.C. Scene: the Dischord Records label, Revolution Summer, and
the band Minor Threat. In a nutshell, here are the relations between the three.
Minor Threat, which released all of its albums on Dischord Records, attempted
to whip its audiences into a frenzy with aggressive songs composed of short,
shouted lyrics and extremely rapid tempos. This aesthetic eventually appealed to
and attracted a small contingent of neo-Nazi skinheads, who began attending
Straight Edge punk shows in 1984 and 1985 and brought forms of racism and
violence to the scene that had not existed there previously. In 1985, the neo-Nazis
and the D.C. Scene’s response to them, a movement that the scene’s participants
named “Revolution Summer,” drew the scene to a close of sorts.
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A loose idea of DIY (do-it-yourself ) has been with punk since its begin-
ning, but the D.C. Scene adopted the DIY approach from the earlier three
scenes and pushed it farther. The Dischord Records label, founded by Ian
MacKaye and Jeff Nelson in 1980, remains the paragon (in 2003) of punks
doing it themselves. Both MacKaye and Nelson emerged from the D.C. punk
scene and played together in the early straight-edge band Minor Threat that
released all of its recordings on Dischord. In contrast to Ginn and Biafra, Ian
MacKaye and Jeff Nelson did not initially understand their label, Dischord
Records, as opposed to a commercial recording industry that stood over and
against them. Instead, they envisioned it as a small label upon which they
could release what MacKaye describes as “completely non-commercial music”
(MacKaye, All Ages, 96). The point, he claims, was not to compete with the
major labels but to produce music for which he and Nelson did not anticipate
a large audience—primarily the music of their friends’ bands. Regardless of
their professed intentions, MacKaye and Nelson’s label serves as a material
signifier of the D.C. Scene’s desire to resist commercialization.29

In the May/June 1999 issue of Punk Planet, MacKaye speaks about DIY
as it applies to his current band, Fugazi, but his description also explains the
concept in terms of how his earlier band, Minor Threat, embodied it, because
he has adhered to roughly the same business practices since he first co-
founded Dischord: “One aspect of do-it-yourself is that you really have to do-
it-yourself. It’s work! We manage ourselves, we book ourselves, we do our own
equipment upkeep, we do our own recording, we do our own taxes” (38).
MacKaye lays out his rationale, which was also the rationale of his bandmates
in Minor Threat, for adhering to a DIY business strategy:

I think that the reason we take the approach to music that we do is that then
we ultimately have complete control over how we do our music and how we
operate the band. We don’t feel compelled by anyone to do anything that we
don’t want to do. We’re not indebted to anyone. When a band signs to a
major label, no matter how good a contract they think they have, no matter
how much control they think their contract provides, it’s unavoidable that
you are conscious of being an investment. Somebody puts money into you
and you have to pay off somehow. And you want to pay off. (38) 

Minor Threat also distributed and sold its recordings, through Dischord, via
mail order to individuals and via direct sales to record stores, while eschewing
corporate investors. Through Nelson, MacKaye, Dischord, and Minor Threat,
the desire to seize control over the means of production that Greg Ginn and
Jello Biafra had set in motion out of necessity reemerged. It is no coincidence
that Dischord was founded two years after SST and a year after Alternative
Tentacles, although it did not become a strong presence in punk before the
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early ’80s. These three labels point to the emergence of a specific desire’s
appearance in the United States in response to the absorption of the first two
punk scenes by the music industry.

A further impulse picked up from earlier scenes and pushed forward in
D.C. is the will to collectivity. Dick Hebdige claims that the English punk
scene celebrated “in mock heroic terms the death of the community” (79),
and the New York Scene demonstrated some cohesion but also a fair amount
of bellyaching from some of its members when it became too large for them.
Legs McNeil, the former writer and “resident punk” of Punk magazine
(McNeil credits himself with naming the magazine and the punk movement
itself ), ponders the final Sex Pistols show and complains that “[o]vernight,
punk had become as stupid as everything else. . . . It felt like this phony
media thing. Punk wasn’t ours anymore” (McNeil and McCain, 334). Com-
menting on California Hardcore, Gina Arnold lauds Black Flag as “the
band that linked Hollywood and the beach . . . its nucleus was located geo-
graphically between the two . . . [and Greg Ginn] put together bills with the
Orange County bands” (37). However, the New York and L.A. scenes’
embryonic economic collectivity matured in the D.C. Scene and the coop-
eration among its bands, as evidenced in part by Dischord Records and its
creation, Revolution Summer, in 1985. MacKaye describes the D.C. Scene
just prior to that summer:

We thought that these shows were disgusting and that this community was
fucked because you go to a show and everyone just ends up fighting and get-
ting beat up. . . . My friends and the original punk kids started to drop out
because they were finding it dumb and no longer wanted to be a part of it
anymore. We all got together and talked about it. We decided to reclaim this,
but instead of trying to reclaim the punk scene, we decided to start our own
fucking punk scene, another one. That’s the way Revolution Summer
started. . . . We decided everybody has to get a band and start playing and
create this new scene, a new community . . . and we fucking did it. (Mac-
Kaye, All Ages, 104)

Of the nine bands that congealed around this notion of community, six of
them released music on Dischord Records, and Nelson and MacKaye endeav-
ored to grant the same control over the means of production that they had
enjoyed in Minor Threat to the bands whose music they released.30 The move
toward an economic collective that I am reading in MacKaye and Nelson’s
approach to signing their friends’ bands in order to form a label provided a
base upon which a corresponding movement toward a more interpersonal col-
lectivity and cooperation could be established and focused upon a specific
cause—retrieving a scene from violent and racist hangers-on in 1985.
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One additional form of communality characterized the D.C. Scene.
Straight Edge adopted the idea of “friendship” as an important element of its
lyrical content but invoked it almost exclusively as, first, failed and, second,
between males. In the 1983 Minor Threat song “Look Back and Laugh,” Ian
MacKaye sings “about some friends growing up / And all the things they
tried / I’m not talking about staple shit / They went for something more. . . .
One day something funny happened / But it scared the shit out of me / Their
heads went in different directions / And their friendship ceased to be.” This
song remains the epitome of the “friendship song,” a Straight Edge trope that
encompasses literally hundreds of incarnations. In the majority of them, the
male singer/narrator recounts the story of a close friendship, almost always
with another male, and expresses his anger and disappointment with that male
for betraying him. In almost all songs of this type, the singer neglects to expa-
tiate upon the exact quality of the lost friendship and includes no details about
the form of the betrayal.

Although I will return to this desire below, where it intersects with other
practices, I want to note that Straight Edge bears a desire for a community of
males and for homoerotic relations between men. The community is success-
fully created, but the relations, although much sought after, remain out of
reach for unmentioned (unmentionable?) reasons. One of the reasons is an
implicit homophobia in the scene, to which the lyrics to “Look Back and
Laugh” attest. It is not difficult to read the song, and its reliance upon
euphemism as it situates itself within homophobic U.S. mass culture, as a nar-
rative about two young men crossing the socially constructed boundary
between homosocial and homoerotic desire together.31 The narrator explains
that the men matured together and emphasizes the intimate nature of their
relationship, which involved experimentation that was unlike the “staple shit”
of growing up. The structure of the narrative seems to mirror the structure of
the experiences that two young men would share who matured sexually
together and experimented with homoerotic behavior in a predominantly het-
erosexual as well as homophobic culture. Eventually, “something funny” hap-
pened: someone discovered the young men together or learned of their desires
or behavior and chastised or abused one or both of them, which “scared the
shit out of ” the narrator. Or, perhaps one of the men believed that the rela-
tionship had suddenly transgressed the boundaries of male heterosexual
friendship and conveyed his “discovery” to his partner. Such a realization
might carry both “funny” and “frightening” qualities for one or both of the
men. Subsequently, one of the men rejected the other: “Their heads went in
different directions.” In this song, and in the Straight Edge Scene in general,
a close attention to homoerotic desire accompanies an unwillingness to
acknowledge or accept that desire explicitly, and it is this avoidance that points
to homophobia in the scene.
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In an effort to establish a form of history apart from the economy, Eng-
lish punks and California punks (to a lesser degree) rendered major label busi-
ness practices and San Francisco politics hyper-spectacular in an effort to cri-
tique and consequently alter the means by which these institutions
represented themselves (their musicians and their candidates). These punk
scenes endeavored to expose the spectacle for what they understood it as—
depthless surface. However, the Dead Kennedys’ effort to write themselves
into economic History by establishing their own label and to reinject depth
into the means of representation available to them as a band reappeared in
more developed forms in Minor Threat and First Wave Straight Edge. Learn-
ing from the absorption into the commercial music industry of the New York
and English scenes and the California scene’s economic semiautonomy, the
D.C. Straight Edge Scene prevented its desire to produce noncommercial
music from becoming trapped within the major labels and instead directed it,
and the concomitant desire to enter into History, into the formation of an
economic institution fit to express these two aims: Dischord Records. After
the California scene, the desire to resist commercialization that first arose in
New York in the mid-’70s—and that undergirds, in some form, the entire
punk project—produced a new economic base for each new punk scene. Each
scene’s economic underpinning was different, but each testified to the lesson
that the California scene seems to have taught all punks: a scene only begins
to free itself from the capitalist economy after it controls aspects of its own
economic production and distribution. Beginning with California hardcore,
punks understood their scenes’ economic groundings as the material base
beneath their cultural productions, as a set of social and material relations that
supported a no-longer-purely-spectacular system of performing, recording,
touring, distributing, etc.

Having begun to establish itself economically with Dischord Records, the
Straight Edge Scene turned a skeptical eye on the English and Californian
spectacle and hyper-spectacle and resisted both. Rather than investing energy
in staged contract signings, protest songs, and mayoral races, the D.C. Scene
focused on the politics of the body rather than the body politic. The scene’s
method was anti-spectacle. Understanding the spectacle as excess, and the
hyper-spectacle as more of the same, Straight Edge mobilized a minimalism
that attested to a desire for anti-spectacle that was also a desire for a social
reality that could be represented, that could be reached if only the layers of
spectacle around it were peeled away.

There is a particular constellation of desires for which Straight Edge is
most famous. The move toward minimalism and anti-spectacle produced a
form of asceticism in the scene that began with an attack upon the punk song’s
form and content. Minor Threat in particular sped up hardcore and shortened
its song lengths, also dispensing with much of the irony that the Dead
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Kennedys had employed. Comparing Ian MacKaye’s early band Teen Idles to
Minor Threat—MacKaye’s next band—rock commentator and D.C. punk
Howard Wuelfing attributes Minor Threat’s sound to the influence of semi-
nal D.C. punk band Bad Brains. (The Teen Idles were friends of Bad Brains
and shared their practice space and equipment for a time.) Wuelfing com-
ments: “The difference between Teen Idles and Minor Threat was Bad Brains.
They [Bad Brains] set the example of how to play extremely fast but with
extreme precision” (qtd. in Andersen and Jenkins, 73). Minor Threat and
Straight Edge songs served as radically compressed manifestos, announcing
the beliefs of a person, band, or scene with complete earnestness and, conse-
quently, voicing a desire to represent the conditions of living directly, to reat-
tach the lyric to a transferable and relatively stable meaning.

The 1983 song “Out of Step,” from the Minor Threat album of the same
name, has only one verse and is less than two minutes long. It served not only
the first Straight Edge Scene as a manifesto but also the Second and Third
Waves of Straight Edge. Its lyrics are simple: “(I) don’t smoke / Don’t drink /
Don’t fuck / At least I can fucking think.” The chorus is also marked by
brevity: “I can’t keep up / Can’t keep up / Can’t keep up / Out of step with the
world.” First Wave Straight Edge marks the first time that a punk scene con-
sciously began to turn back upon punk itself to negate specific parts of earlier
scenes. By 1983, excessive drug, tobacco, and alcohol use were widely associ-
ated with punk rock not only in the media and public consciousness but also
in punk’s awareness of itself. After the English Scene, sex was also linked to
punk, especially heterosexuality and more specifically male heterosexuality. As
a scene, Straight Edge became a countervailing force that closed down spe-
cific forms of desire embraced by earlier scenes: First Wave Straight Edgers
fostered sobriety and clear thinking and wanted to open a cultural space in
which such behavior would be not only tolerated but celebrated. If the drink-
ing and drug use that earlier scenes engaged in was hyper-spectacular in its
professed purposelessness (in contrast to the higher state that some of the hip-
pies were allegedly trying to reach through drug experimentation), then
Straight Edge established the anti-spectacle of the teetotaller.

One sphere in which the Straight Edge stance could be appreciated was
that of law and order. Guy Picciotto, a member of the early Straight Edge band
Deadline in 1981, recalls a police officer pulling the band over for making an
illegal turn: “He says, ‘Don’t you see, you made an illegal left turn?’ We’re all,
‘uuh. . . .’ We were all drinking orange Nehi. He looked in and says, ‘Oh, man,
I can’t believe that, I gotta let you go. You’re all drinking orange Nehi. I’ve never
seen anything like that’” (Connolly et al., 48). In contrast to earlier scenes, a
desire to live within the structure of the law manifests itself in the D.C. Scene;
consequently, fighting with the police (which occurred on a semi-regular basis
in the English and California scenes) plays a minimal role in this scene.
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Although Straight Edgers were law-abiding, the scene also developed as
a strategy for allowing D.C. youths to situate themselves in relation to the law,
while extending their sphere of social mobility by publicly displaying their
adherence to laws governing the sale of alcohol. Ian MacKaye recounts an
early show that Minor Threat played in San Francisco:

We were in San Francisco, and we played a place called Mabuhay Gardens.
They asked if we were going to drink and we said, “no,” and they put an “X”
on our hands. So we came back to Washington D.C. and went to this night-
club, the 9:30, and said, “Hey look, we’re not going to drink and we will put
this ‘X’ on our hand. If you see us drinking, you can throw us out forever. We
are not going to drink, we just came to see the music.” (Lahickey, 99)

The publicly worn X expressed a self-imposed adherence to the law but also
allowed teenagers into clubs that would have turned them away previously.
The entire scene’s survival can be understood as predicated upon this Straight
Edge tactic, because bands and audiences composed of minors first had to get
in the door of over-twenty-one nightclubs before they could establish a scene
and before they could assemble the economic clout to push for the “all-ages”
shows that eventually became one of the hallmarks of the D.C. Scene.
Through the establishment of an all-ages scene, D.C. Straight Edgers also
created a channel through which youths could enter into economic history as
not just consumers of older punks’ work but as producers of punk themselves.

I have been describing the D.C. Scene’s desires primarily as responses to,
and critiques of, the practices of punks in earlier scenes. In contrast to New
York, London, etc., D.C. punks stayed sober, embodying a refusal to be
sedated or medicated; however, cultural tendencies existing outside of punk
might have reinforced the scene’s notions of ethical and bodily “purity” and a
certain fascism of the body. Although a 1981 study sponsored by the National
Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA) found that the use of illicit drugs had lev-
eled off, or, for some drugs, declined, (Reinhold, A1) by 1983, NIDA had
launched a public service campaign aimed at twelve to fourteen year-olds
(Sweeney, 9) that had evolved by October into the “Just Say No” campaign
(Doherty, D22), spearheaded by Nancy Reagan (Carmody, D9). In 1984, a
new study sponsored by NIDA indicated that, in ’84, 3 percent fewer high
school seniors had experimented with illicit drugs than in ’83 (“Fewer High
School,” C9).

Although the D.C. Straight Edge Scene was already established when
hysteria about HIV and AIDS exploded in the United States in the mid-
’80s, the growing attention to both probably served as a cultural undercurrent
reinforcing the scene’s stance on heterosexual intercourse. According to Tom
Flynn and Karen Lound, “[I]n the last three months of 1982, only fifteen
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stories on AIDS appeared in all the nation’s leading magazines and newspa-
pers combined” (13), but, by February 1983, it had become clear that sexu-
ally active male homosexuals were not the only people vulnerable to AIDS
(Biddle and Slade, 7). However, even as late as 1985, Mervyn Silverman, the
former health director of San Francisco remarked: “I tell people that I don’t
think straight people who have been immensely active with a wide variety of
sex partners need to start worrying yet, but they will need to if they keep it
up” (W. Turner, B7).

Both of these cultural currents that arose outside of the immediate sphere
of punk—Washington’s campaign against drugs and the spread of fear and
information on HIV and AIDS—followed the emergence of the D.C.
Straight Edge Scene, but it is not difficult to imagine that they reinforced the
scene’s strict policing of bodily fluids. In place of the mixing and spilling of
blood (in fights, during sex, and when giving or receiving tattoos), saliva (dur-
ing sex and early punks spit—“gobbed”—on bands while they played), and
sweat (while dancing and during sex) that characterized the earlier punk
scenes, D.C. punks attempted to avoid exchanging or intermingling their
bodily fluids, with the possible exception of sweat (again, while dancing).
However, if these extra-punk exigencies inflected punk desires, they did so by
being unconsciously internalized by punks before they were subsequently
expressed in the scene’s behaviors and artifacts, because punks’ antiauthoritar-
ian stance prevented them from openly or consciously adopting behaviors that
the federal government, as authority incarnate, promulgated, whether in the
guise of Nancy Reagan or C. Everett Koop. Along with other authority fig-
ures, the government took a beating in punk lyrics in the ’80s, and it is a punk
truism that punk music of the ’90s suffered without the conspicuous target
that Ronald Reagan provided from 1980 to 1988. (A New York hardcore band
even took the name Reagan Youth.)

Avoiding alcohol, tobacco, and illegal drugs, and thereby maintaining a
“Straight Edge,” also denotes a desire to inscribe upon the body the opposi-
tion that punk establishes between the spectacle and the reality. A photo that
captures this desire appears in Banned in D.C. Its caption reads, “Thomas
Squip on his bed 1–84” (Connolly et al., 138) and shows Squip, the lead gui-
tarist and singer for the Dischord band Beefeater, crouching naked on a
folded Mexican blanket, holding his guitar in front of him. In the back-
ground, a rock and a walking stick are visible. The white wall behind him is
blank. This photo succinctly illustrates Straight Edge’s incorporation of the
logic of spectacle and anti-spectacle into the realm of identity. In an effort to
arrive at identities that were not based upon spectacular surfaces, Straight
Edgers stripped away what they read as the detritus of punk. In Squip’s case,
the only necessities would seem to be a musical instrument, a place to sleep,
and a walking stick for transportation.
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Straight Edge pared down the punk fashion of earlier scenes. Although
D.C. punks initially developed a style that amalgamated elements from pre-
vious and contemporaneous punk scenes, they gradually set aside more and
more of these characteristically punk trappings. In place of them, they wore
the jeans and T-shirts that had marked the New York Scene. Rather than
the spectacular hairdos of English punk that potentially pointed up the arti-
ficial and constructed character of all notions of beauty and style, they
shaved their heads, leaving about an eighth to half an inch of hair that
marked them as punks but non-skinheads, at least for other punks. The
Straight Edge Scene fostered antifashion (or, if early punk fashion was
antifashion, then anti-anti fashion) not because its members opposed com-
mercial fashion with noncommercial fashion but because they attempted to
disassociate themselves from fashion altogether. The perfect Straight Edge
look did not call attention to itself as a look but as resistance to the idea that
one must have a look. Although haircuts marked Straight Edgers as punks,
they also expressed a refusal to engage in hair styling: it was a DIY cut that
D.C. punks gave one another with shared electric razors. Taken together,
these ascetic elements of Straight Edge attest to the scene’s desire to arrive
at or create a nonsuperficial identity that could emerge after the earlier punk
scenes’ investments in surfaces had been negated and transcended.

The single verse of Minor Threat’s song “Out of Step” (quoted above)
concludes with the line, “Don’t fuck.” This Straight Edge statute combined
with a desire for a community of males established a masculine and homo-
erotic atmosphere for the scene. Although the scene’s members often pro-
fessed that they opposed sexism, racism, and homophobia, women were mar-
ginalized within it. While the young men did almost all of the performing
(there were no female Straight Edge bands or singers), the women tended to
be relegated to the role of girlfriend, fan, club worker, label worker, or pho-
tographer. Women also performed the majority of the work of recording the
scene’s history (Banned in D.C.’s four editors are all women). Eve Sedgwick
theorizes a “homosocial continuum” for males that runs from “homosocial”
behavior, including “such activities as ‘male bonding,’ which may . . . be char-
acterized by intense homophobia, fear and hatred of homosexuality” (1), and
homosexuality, while understanding all points along the continuum as related
to desire. With Sedgwick’s model in mind, I want to argue that the partici-
pants in the D.C. Scene understood their behavior as homosocial when in fact
it was homoerotic. Although sexual intercourse was forbidden, male band and
audience members engaged in various modes of homoerotic behavior. In place
of the often violent slam-dancing and stage-diving of the California scene,
straight-edgers “moshed” (although the term did not exist yet): they purposely
brushed and bumped against one another but without attempting to cause
pain, as they did in San Francisco and L.A. Band members also leapt off the
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stage to be caught by the audience, but audience members were not encour-
aged or allowed to do the same. The D.C. Scene also created the “dogpile”:
the lead singer would enter the crowd in order to stir it up emotionally
through his proximity, and when the emotional charge in the audience had
reached a certain point its members would pile upon the singer, who often
continued to shout out the lyrics from under the mass of writhing young men
on top of him. Although the homoerotic quality of these acts was rarely
explicitly acknowledged within the scene, it testifies to a desire for intimate
relations between men that would fall somewhere between the poles—het-
erosexuality and homosexuality—of the homosocial continuum. In short,
Straight Edge males cannot be easily subordinated beneath traditional con-
structions of “gay” or “straight” identity.

The Straight Edge Scene understood refraining from intercourse as a
necessary component of maintaining a “Straight Edge,” but, while songs expa-
tiated upon how avoiding drugs, smoking, and alcohol allowed a person to stay
focused, the logic behind swearing off sex remained tacit. For example, Minor
Threat’s song “In My Eyes” devotes most of its two verses to the benefits of
avoiding alcohol, before making one of the scene’s few lyrical comments upon
male-female relations: “You tell me that you like her / You just wish you did.”
Assuming that the same logic governs the scene’s stance on the four acts that
it forswears, sex, and heterosexual sex in particular, must threaten the scene in
the same ways that drugs, alcohol, and tobacco do: it forces a “Straight Edge”
to deteriorate, meaning that an individual loses focus and becomes dissolute,
scattered, lethargic. Sex also seems to threaten the scene’s sense of male col-
lectivity; girls or women are dangerous because they could distract the young
men and draw them away from the scene. These reasons for avoiding sex all
stem from within the scene, but the fear of HIV and AIDS could also help
shape Straight Edge constructions of sexuality, although the scene has left
behind few direct references to AIDS or HIV. In conclusion, in place of the
English Scene’s highlighting of the spectacular character of sex, participants
in First Wave Straight Edge attempted to abolish sexuality and avoid inter-
course but nevertheless engage in risk-free expressions of homoerotic desire.

Planets affect one another, condition one another’s orbits, and, obeying
this logic, people in the D.C. Scene were sober and consequently focused upon
their work enough to be able to embrace the DIY concept of maintaining eco-
nomic control. Perhaps this initial link between DIY and Straight Edge
proves Jello Biafra’s frequently expressed suspicion that, in the ’70s, major
labels preferred to have their musicians addicted to drugs and would even sup-
ply the drugs that both made the musicians malleable and kept them depen-
dent upon the label in an extremely tangible way. The members of the D.C.
Scene strove for a form of personal autonomy—control over their minds and
bodies—that paralleled and produced conditions fruitful for the control that
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they sought in their business practices. Within the scene, two sets of influ-
ences overlapped and reinforced one another, one from outside of punk and
one from within it. Broad cultural tendencies toward sobriety and sexual
abstinence melded nicely with the economic lesson that earlier scenes taught
D.C. punks: to avoid co-optation and death, a punk scene must establish an
independent economic base. By avoiding personal dissolution at the level of
the individual, D.C. Scene participants held off economic dissolution as well,
and, as a result and unlike the fate of some of the previous scenes, the D.C.
Scene was not appropriated by the major labels.

Nevertheless, in 1985, two events occurred that disbanded the D.C.
Scene. Violent and racist neo-Nazi skinheads had begun coming to Straight
Edge punk shows in 1984 and 1985, and, in response, the D.C. Scene mem-
bers rallied together to establish what they named Revolution Summer, an
organized effort to create a group of new bands that openly discouraged vio-
lence at their shows. In place of Minor Threat and other bands’ aesthetic
efforts to incite their audiences into angry masses, bands such as the Rites of
Spring, Gray Matter, Scream, and Embrace (Ian MacKaye’s new band after
Minor Threat broke up in 1983) produced slower, more melodic punk
designed specifically not to appeal to racist and violent hardcore enthusiasts.
MacKaye became famous in the scene for halting shows when audiences
became too boisterous. It is possible that racist skinheads were also drawn to
Straight Edge punk because of its fascination with moral and bodily “purity”
that might have served skinheads as an analog for racist notions about “pure”
blood and “pure” races that could be inscribed at the level of the individual
body. But the D.C. Scene maintained its “Straight Edge,” regardless, and the
skinheads lost interest in the music.

On September 6, 1985, the Straight Edge community rallied together
again to form the Punk Percussion Protest. More than one hundred members
of the scene set up drums and other objects that could be played as percussion
instruments on the sidewalk across from the South African Embassy in D.C.
In reaction to apartheid, the scene members pounded out their protest for
hours, beginning in the late afternoon and continuing into the evening. Ironi-
cally, these two events served to unify the scene and bring it to a climax from
which it could not recover. As in the case of the California scene, the channel-
ing of various competing desires toward specific goals, both linked to counter-
ing racism in the case of D.C., meant canceling some desires in order to bring
the scene under the sway of others. This directing of desires also subordinated
them as means beneath specific ends, and when the ends were met or the
moment to meet them passed, the desires ceased. When Revolution Summer
had discouraged racist skinheads from participating in the scene and the scene’s
members had expressed their outrage over apartheid, the scene, which had
become oriented toward these particular goals, did not die but faded away.
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Scene member Kenny Inouye commented, in 1985, that “everyone was
bummed out at how stagnant and elitist everything had become” (Connolly
et al., 165). Although several of the scene’s bands, including MacKaye’s band,
Embrace, broke up around 1985, many continued performing, such as Gov-
ernment Issue and MacKaye’s new band that formed in 1987, Fugazi. Rather
than being appropriated or dying altogether, members of the D.C. Scene
seemed to recognize that their movement had peaked; additionally, by 1986,
a new wave of Straight Edge had absorbed D.C.’s charge and was taking it in
new directions.

THE NEW YORK HARDCORE SCENE
(SECOND WAVE STRAIGHT EDGE) 

The second Straight Edge Scene emerged from the same locale as the first
New York scene—CBGBs in New York City—which became the ground
zero of what came to be called New York Straight Edge (NYSE), New York
Hardcore (NYHC), Youth Crew punk, or Second Wave Straight Edge. How-
ever, while New York punk initially appealed to young urban men and women,
NYHC, like First Wave Straight Edge, was composed primarily of white sub-
urban boys, many of whom were from Connecticut suburbs of New York City.
This scene began in 1986 and ended in 1989. The bands included, most
famously for punks, Youth of Today, Bold, Gorilla Biscuits, Underdog, Super-
touch, Uniform Choice, Judge, No For an Answer, and Insted.32

Aesthetically, NYHC differs significantly from early punk and from early
Straight Edge. While the D.C. Scene stripped its sound down and played an
extremely minimalist version of hardcore, the Second Wave sound is a hybrid
of the D.C. hardcore sound combined with “metal,” a broad rock and roll cat-
egory that includes death metal, black metal, heavy metal, speed metal, and
myriad other subgenres. When used to describe a punk band’s sound, “metal”
denotes the guitarist and bass guitarist’s co-opting of chord progressions, or
“metal breakdowns,” typical of the metal subgenres. The term also implies that
a band grants the guitar more prominence than is typical for punk: short
riffs—series of single notes or combinations of single notes and chords—are
tolerated or encouraged rather than eschewed in favor of chords alone. The
NYHC scene organized itself around multiple desires for control that
expressed themselves aesthetically in a greater apparent mastery, or control,
over musical instruments than previous scenes demonstrated.

In the mid-’80s, Hilly Kristal, still the owner and manager of CBGBs,
began allowing hardcore punk bands to play all-ages matinees during one of
his least lucrative time slots: Sunday afternoons. By this time, the hardcore
scenes of California and D.C. had dissolved, and the genre did not garner
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